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Abstract

In this article we present a meta model specification language - MeMoSpeL, and its corresponding diagramming technique that we have developed based on the Object-Property-Role-Relationship (OPRR) technique. We demonstrate the use of MeMoSpeL in defining a meta model that supports Data Flow Diagram (DFD), Structured Chart (SC), Entity Relationship (E-R) and project management techniques. The MeMoSpeL specifications are used to generate SQL schema and to implement the repository in a RDBMS. We developed MeMospeL and OPRR+ as part of our Software Engineering Life Cycle (SELC) approach to CASE based systems development.

Introduction

The Software Engineering Life Cycle (SELC) approach, is an alternative to the Waterfall approach to software development. SELC is based on the use of CASE technology which brings automation support to software development [VINI91].

The assumption on which the SELC approach is based on is, the need to examine and redesign the development process, taking into consideration the available information technology - CASE, not only automates existing development process.
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This is based on the notion of Business Process Redesign, or Re-engineering (BPR) as described by Hammer [HAMM90] that argues for "Use computers to redesign not just automate existing business processes" and Devenport & Short [DEVE90] that claim that "Information technology should be viewed as more than an automating or mechanizing force; it can fundamentally reshape the way business is done". We have implemented the BPR principles for the information systems development process when developing the SELC approach.

We have introduced a repository based development process using some new phases. The following table describes the phases and their deliverables:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Deliverable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Process Redesign (BPR)</td>
<td>Improved or New business process to be automated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual Modeling</td>
<td>Business process model, Business system model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executable Model</td>
<td>Business system working model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Engineering</td>
<td>Production Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse Engineering</td>
<td>Business system model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: SELC phases and deliverables

In addition we have introduced two cross life cycle activities: Configuration Management and Project Management which are also repository based. The following diagram describes the SELC approach.

![Figure 1 - The SELC approach](image)

A repository is a core component for CASE based development in general, and in the SELC approach. In order to implement a repository (SELC or other), we need to define its meta model which describes the schema, semantics and structure.
In the next section we discuss in short, the meta models and the need for a meta model specification language.

Meta models

A CASE repository consists of three layers:

1. A meta-meta model layer
2. meta model layer
3. System under development (SUD) layer

Meta-meta model defines the meta model layer that in fact is the definition of the modelling technique used. It defines objects, properties, relationships and possible constructs of the meta model layer.

Meta model layer is an instance of the meta-meta model and defines the modelling techniques used. It defines the elements of the SUD model like process, store and module.

The third layer - model of the SUD is a view of the reality in the form of a E-R diagram, DFD diagram or other modelling technique used.

The idea of META (language, data, model, system) is a natural way to describe generic characteristics of a system. The notions that are used here are as described by [GORE88], from which we concentrate on the meta model.

- Meta-language is a language to define language
- meta-data is data for defining data
- meta-model is a model for defining models
- meta-system is a system for defining systems

A meta model for a CASE repository should allow the definition of various modelling techniques and tools used in the process of information systems development. In order to allow such a definition, a meta model must be able to afford syntax and semantics to be used in definition of the meta model. A meta model for CASE repository should have the following characteristics:

- Contain a schema (i.e. E-R model)
- Support rigorous specification of the schema (i.e. language)
- Include abstraction mechanisms of aggregation, generalization and classification
- Ability to represent system design objects
Meta system approach for information systems development is not new. [DEME82, GORE88]. The emphasis on a CASE repository as a central and essential component of a CASE environment, has focused attention on the way of modelling and representing repository meta data.

Modelling technique - OPRR+ and MeMoSpeL

The most used modelling technique for database design and therefore for repository design and meta model development, is the Entity-Relationship model [CHEN76]. Many research environments [KOTT84], proposed standards [IRDS] and commercial environments [IBM's AD/Cycle] use the entity relationship model to describe their meta model. Entity relationship model provides simple yet expressive power and semantics. There is no accepted standard for ER specification language. All of them are graphical using the same basic notion: a rectangle represents an entity and a line or a diamond between entities represents relationship. There were some efforts to propose textual ER specification language, but none gained acceptance.

Since the introduction of the entity-relationship model, few extensions were proposed. The different variants can be classified by the number of entities participating in a relationship and if attributes are allowed for the relationship. There are ER techniques that support only binary relationship, while other support n-array relationship.

We find that Object-Property-Role-Relationship (OPRR) modelling technique [WELE89] more adequate for specifying a generic meta model. We expanded OPRR with the notion of CLASS, uniqueness and optionality so that constraints in the developed meta model can be better expressed. We call our diagramming version OPRR+, and the specification language Meta-Model-Specification-Language or MeMoSpeL. OPRR+ diagram can be specified by MeMoSpeL and MeMoSpeL specifications can be written as an OPRR+ diagram. This solves a major problem with ER model which uses only a graphical specification for an ER model.

It is difficult to verify or test the graphical model for consistency. In the following section we describe OPRR+ diagramming notation and some examples for OPRR+ diagram with the corresponding MeMoSpeL specification language.

We have defined the following elements of OPRR+ diagram, the bold are extensions to OPRR:

- class
- object
• relationship
• role, mandatory/optional
• property, mandatory/optional
• unique property, mandatory/optional
• validation check

Figure 2. Diagramming notation for OPRR+

Class - We extended OPRR with the notion of class to make it more convenient and efficient to deal with meta models. A class can have one or more object types, which has a set of properties associated with it. The class and its properties are defined once and shared by all object types that belong to that class. The use of class provides for improved consistency control. Without the use of class property that is common to multiple object types has to be defined for each one on them. If the property is changed, it should be changed in every object type in order to have a consistent model. Using the class we need to define the change only once, which is at the class property level. This makes consistency control more convenient than changing a property across many objects in the model.

Mandatory and optional property - A property of a class, object, relationship and role can be mandatory but must have a value or optional where no value is defined for that property. Use of mandatory and optional properties makes the model easier to read and understand.

Unique and Non-unique property - A unique property is (uniquely) identifying an instance of the object (or relationship).

Validation - Validation is enabling us to define multiple modelling techniques using OPRR. When defining a relationship-type we also define roles. Those roles could be fulfilled by objects, and validation can define which objects could fulfill that role. Validation for type checking can be used so that the consistency of the model is checked. For a given relationship-type we can define multiple validations, which can be very useful for defining meta model of a given modelling technique. Defining meta model for Data Flow Diagram (DFD) technique illustrates the use of validation:
One of the rules in DFD is that a data flow can connect process-process, process-store or process-external. Data flow between store-store or store-external is not valid. The relationship-type data-flow is assigned multiple validations which makes it easy to model the data-flow rules of the DFD technique. The validation we define are: <OBJECT:process, OBJECT:process>, <OBJECT:process, OBJECT:store>, <OBJECT:process, OBJECT:external>, <OBJECT:store, OBJECT:process>, <OBJECT:external, OBJECT:process>. By using these validations we can define a meta model for DFD that contain the DFD modelling rules. When using validation with class we reduce the complexity of the model by reducing the number of validations we have to define. If we have a binary relationship-type (relationship-type between two objects), where 8 object-types can fulfill the role in any combination, we have to define 36 validations. By using a class that contains those 8 object types we need only one validation: <CLASS:name, CLASS:name>.

Mandatory and optional role - This extension makes it possible to model situations where a role of a relationship type can not be fulfilled. In modelling Structured Chart design technique we use the relationship-type invokes with the roles invoker, invoked, passed and returned to model call between modules where a variable is being passed. Using the validation <OBJECT:module, OBJECT:module, OBJECT:variable, OBJECT:variable> we define that a module can call other modules and pass (or return) a variable. It can also be that there are no variables passed in the call. By defining that the roles passed and returned are optional, that rule can then be defined in OPRR based meta model for structured chart.

Uniqueness constraint - We define uniqueness constraints only for mandatory roles of a relationship-type. Uniqueness constrains means that only given objects can fulfill a role only once. Using the example of Structured Chart mentioned above, if we define a uniqueness constraint over the roles of invoker and invoked. We are actually defining that a given module can call other given modules only once.

Cardinality constraints - Cardinality constraints adds expressiveness power to a OPRR diagram. Using cardinality constraints we define the number of objects with which a given object can be associated in a given relationship.

Object type can have zero or more properties. A property can be mandatory or optional. A mandatory property can be unique or non-unique.

Relationship type - Definition of a relationship-type is dependent on the number of its validations. A relationship-type with one validation is associated via a role with two or more performers (object or a class). These performers together define the validation. Relationship-type has a property set defined for it. Each relationship-type must have at least two mandatory roles.
In the following section we discuss examples of OPRR+ diagrams and their corresponding MeMoSpeL specification. The diagrams are based on the notion given in figure 1. The specifications are given in the form of MeMoSpeL\textsuperscript{2} statements. We use statements to define object-type, class and relationship-type. The General form of MeMoSpeL statements are given in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object-type definition:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OBJECT:name = [property DATA-TYPE mandatory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class definition:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OBJECT:O1 = [];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJECT:O2 = [];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLASS:name = [ {O1, O2}, property, DATA-TYPE, mandatory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship-type definition:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RELATIONSHIP:name = [ [role_name, mandatory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. MeMoSpeL statements

The following diagram demonstrates the OPRR+ diagramming technique we use. The class AUTO has two object-types - SEDAN and STATION. The class AUTO has a non-unique, mandatory property MAKE of type CHAR and an optional non-unique property METALIC_COLOR of type CHAR. It has a unique mandatory property SERIAL# of type CHAR and optional unique property CAR_PHONE# of

\textsuperscript{2}The syntax of MeMoSpeL is given in appendix A
type INTEGER. The objects SEDAN and STATION have also the properties of the class AUTO. (In addition to specific properties that each object might have).

![Class Diagram]

Figure 3. OPRR+ class diagram

The corresponding MeMoSpeL specification of the class diagram is:

```
OBJECT: SEDAN = [];
OBJECT: STATION = [];

CLASS: AUTO = [ {SEDAN, STATION} ]
[ MAKE CHAR mandatory non-unique,
  METALIC_COLOR CHAR optional non-unique,
  SERIAL# INTEGER mandatory unique,
  AUTO_PHONE# INTEGER optional unique ];
```

In class definition we define both, objects belonging to that class and the class properties itself.
Meta-meta model

We have defined a generic meta-meta model that provides for the definition of a flexible meta model for a SELC repository, such that the meta model can contain multiple techniques represented by OPRR+ diagram and MeMoSpel specification. By defining the a meta-meta model we provide the SELC repository implementator with the flexibility to accommodate multiple techniques by specifying their meta model in OPRR+/MeMoSpel.

The meta-meta model we present is actually a model of the modelling technique used to define the meta model. Meta models defined for different methods are instances of the meta meta model. In our case the meta meta model defines the OPRR modelling technique with the extensions we have added. A meta model based on this meta meta model can contain classes, objects, properties, relationships and roles. These elements are based on the meta meta model's meta-class, meta-object, meta-property, meta-relationship and meta-role.

Each element in the meta-meat model has the property name. In addition to the property name, meta-property has the property mandatory or optional (moro) and unique or non-unique (uorn). The role element has in addition to property name, the property moro.

In a meta model there are relationships between the elements. A class can have one or more objects associated with it. This relationship is an instance of the relationship contains in the meta-meta model.
Defining meta model - Implementation example

The meta-meta model gives the flexibility to define meta models based on multiple methods and techniques. The meta model provides the flexibility to model any information system under development (SUD). We present the use of OPRR+ and McMoSpeL specifications for defining meta models of representative techniques that gained general acceptance and are widely spread among information systems developers.

The example we use is a meta model for Data Flow Diagram (DFD) which is a common process modelling technique originated by Yourdon & DeMarco [YOUR89] and is used by the Structured Analysis method. Some extensions to the DFD were suggested since its introduction, the most known are those of Gane & Sarson. We use the original notation here as presented by Yourdon/DeMacro. Data flow diagram contains the following four elements:

- Process (i.e. VALIDATE-ORDER)
- Data Store (i.e. INVENTORY)
- External (i.e CLIENT)
- Data flow (i.e. ORDER)

![Figure 5. A simple data flow diagram](image)

The following diagram is a meta model of a generic data flow diagram using OPRR+.
The corresponding MeMoSpeL specification for that meta model are:

```
OBJECT: dfd = [name CHAR(16) mandatory unique ];
OBJECT: process = [ p_number CHAR(8) mandatory unique,
                     description CHAR(32) mandatory non-unique ];
OBJECT: external = [ name CHAR(16) mandatory unique ];
OBJECT: store = [ name CHAR(16) mandatory unique ];
CLASS: to_ffp = [ { process, store, external }, [ ] ];
CLASS: from_ffp = [ { external, store }, [ ] ];
CLASS: dfd_element = [ { process, external, store }, [ ] ];
RELATIONSHIP: data_flow = [ [ from_part mandatory 0..,
                            to_part mandatory 0.. ],
                           [ [ <OBJECT: process, CLASS: to_ffp >,
                           <CLASS: from_ffp, OBJECT: process > ],
                           [ name CHAR(24) mandatory non-unique ] ] ];
```
The meta model represents all the data flow diagram elements and the rules used in creating a data flow diagram. Process, data-store and external are represented by the objects process, data-store, external. The object dfd represents the data flow diagram itself. The data flow element of the DFD is represented by the relationship type data_flow. To model the DFD rules for data flow (process-store etc.) we use two classes: to_fdp (flow from process) and from_fdp (flow to process) and validation on the relationship data_flow which gives the possible flows within a DFD. The relationship decomposed represents the decomposition possibility within a DFD. The relationship contains and the class dfd_element represents that a DFD can contain the PROCESS, STORE and EXTERNAL elements.

The data flow diagramming rules modeled are:

- A data flow must have at least a name and must have source and destination. In a decomposed DFD one of the two can be in an other level, but there are always two DFD elements connected by a data flow.

- A data-store or an external cannot be directly connected to other data store or external. They must be connected via a process.

- A process can be decomposed into a lower level data flow diagram
In working out our SELC approach we have used MeMoSpeL to define meta model of a Structured Chart [CONS79] and Entity-Relationship [CHEN76] techniques, in addition to DFD.

The SELC approach defines Project Management as a cross life cycle activity, which like conceptual modelling techniques (E-R, DFD) is based on the repository. In the following example we use OPRR+ and MeMoSpeL to define a meta model for project management tool\(^3\).

![Figure 7. Meta model for project management](image)

The corresponding MeMoSpeL specifications for project management:

**OBJECT:** resource = \{r_id INTEGER mandatory unique, 
\hspace{1cm} r_name CHAR(15) mandatory non-unique, 
\hspace{1cm} unit_cost INTEGER mandatory non-unique\};

**OBJECT:** task = \{task_id INTEGER mandatory unique, 
\hspace{1cm} task_name CHAR(15) mandatory non-unique, 
\hspace{1cm} pre INTEGER mandatory unique, 
\hspace{1cm} priority CHAR(8) mandatory non-unique 
\hspace{1cm} duration INTEGER optional non-unique\};

**CLASS:** project = \{\{resource, task\}, 
\hspace{1cm} [p_id INTEGER mandatory unique, 
\hspace{1cm} p_name CHAR(15) mandatory non-unique, 
\hspace{1cm} mng_name CHAR(15) mandatory non-unique]\};

\(^3\)We have used Microsoft Project as an example
We have shown the use of OPRR+ diagramming techniques and its corresponding specification language for the definition of meta model for some commonly used techniques for conceptual modelling of information systems, as well as for defining meta model for project management. Using textual specification (in addition to the semantics represented by the diagramming technique) makes it possible to automatically convert the specification into technology dependent implementation (i.e. RDBMS).

Implementing A SELC Repository using MeMoSpeL

We have used MeMoSpeL to implement a SELC repository as a RDBMS application. Using specification language, it is possible to automatically convert MeMoSpeL specification into SQL schema that can be run against the RDBMS to implement the repository.

We have tested the implementation on ORACLE in a UNIX (IBM AIX) environment and on SQLBase - a RDBMS that runs in a PC environment under Windows.
The mapping from MeMoSpeL to SQL is done using the following mechanism:

- Classes are represented in term of their objects, where every object inherits the properties of the class in which it is a member. The following example demonstrates this.

  **OBJECT:** sedan = [ no_of_doors INTEGER mandatory non-unique ];

  **OBJECT:** station = [ no_of_seats INTEGER optional non-unique ];

  **CLASS:** car = [ make CHAR(12) mandatory unique ];

  Representing the class in term of its member objects where objects inherit the property of the class results in

  **OBJECT:** sedan = [ no_of_doors INTEGER mandatory non-unique, make CHAR(12) mandatory unique ];

  **OBJECT:** station = [ no_of_seats INTEGER optional non-unique, make CHAR(12) mandatory unique ];

  and in definition of a relationship-type where the class car participates

  **RELATIONSHIP:** rel = [[ role1 mandatory 0..,
role2 mandatory 1..],
[],
[<CLASS:car, OBJECT:x>]
[],
[]);

we get

\[
\text{RELATIONSHIP:rel} = \begin{bmatrix}
\text{role1 mandatory 0..,} \\
\text{role2 mandatory 1..}, \\
[],
[<OBJECT:sedan, OBJECT:x>, \\
<OBJECT:station, OBJECT:x>] \\
[],
[]
\end{bmatrix}
\]

- Meta model tables are created in the RDBMS.
- Meta model tables are populated with the meta data.
- Tables are created for object-type and relationship-type. The table for object-type is populated with the object-type properties. Two tables are created for relationship-type. One contains relationship properties, role properties and the second table in which the validation of the relationship type is kept.

This way of implementing the meta model makes it easier to use any RDBMS that support SQL for implementing our generic repository.

Conclusions

We have presented in this article a meta model specification language - MeMoSpeL, and its corresponding diagramming technique - OPRR+, for definition of meta models. It was used to define and implement a SELC repository. We have demonstrated its use by defining meta models of some commonly used modelling techniques - DFD, E-R, SC and project management.

The use of specification language facilitates automatic conversion of the specification (into SQL schema), and enables consistency checking and verification of the model, a task which is difficult to do on a diagramming based specification. The importance of MeMoSpeL is to enable CASE developers and CASE users to define an environment that supports methodology integration by specifying the meta models of the techniques they choose to implement. In future, we plan to provide automatic conversion from a OPRR+ diagram to MeMoSpeL specifications.
APPENDIX A - BNF definition of MeMoSpel syntax

<memospel-specification> ::= (memospel-statement ; )*
<memospel-statement> ::= <object-type-definition>
                         <class-definition> |
                         <relationship-type-definition>
<object-type-definition> ::= OBJECT : <identifier> = [<property-list>]
<identifier> ::= <alpha> (<alpha-num-plus>)*
<alpha> ::= a | b | ... | z | A | B | ... | Z
,alpha-num-plus> ::= <alpha>kdigit | l_1 | l( <property-definition>*
<property-list> ::= (<property-definition>)*
<property-definition> ::= <identifier> <data-type> <moro>
<worn>
<data-type> ::= INTEGER | SMALLINT | FLOAT | CHAR (<size>)
<size> ::= <notzero> ( <digit> )*<not-zero> ::= 1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9
<digit> ::= <not-zero> | 0
<moro> ::= mandatory | optional
<uorn> ::= unique | non-unique
<class-definition> ::= CLASS:<identifier>=[{<class-member>}],
                         [<property-list>]
<class-member> ::= (identifier)*
<relationship-type-definition> ::= RELATIONSHIP : <identifier> = [ [<role-list>, [<uniqueness-constraint-list>]] [<validation-list>] [<property-list>] [<role-property-list>]]

<role-list> ::= (<identifier><moro><cardinality>)*

<uniqueness-constraint-list> ::= (<uniqueness-constraint>)*

<uniqueness-constraint> ::= <(<identifier>)*>

<validation-list> ::= <validation>*

<validation> ::= <(<object>)*>

<object> ::= OBJECT:<identifier>

<class> ::= CLASS:<identifier>

<role-property-list> ::= <identifier><identifier>

<data-type><moro>

<cardinality> ::= 0..1 I 1 I 0..1 1..
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